
Chapter 16
User-Tailored Privacy

Bart P. Knijnenburg, Reza Ghaiumy Anaraky, Daricia Wilkinson,
Moses Namara, Yangyang He, David Cherry, and Erin Ash

Abstract Modern information systems require their users to make a myriad of
privacy decisions, but users are often neither motivated nor capable of managing
this deluge of decisions. This chapter covers the concept of tailoring the privacy
of an information system to each individual user. It discusses practical problems
that may arise when collecting data to determine a user’s privacy preferences,
techniques to model these preferences, and a number of adaptation strategies that
can be used to tailor the system’s privacy practices, settings, or interfaces to the
user’s modeled preferences. Throughout the chapter, we provide recommendations
on how to develop user-tailored privacy solutions, depending on the requirements
and characteristics of the system and its users.

16.1 Introduction

As our digital and personal lives become increasingly intertwined, the frequency
with which we encounter privacy decisions is on the rise. Moreover, given the
complexity of modern information systems, users often report feeling helplessly
overwhelmed by the privacy decision-making required to effectively manage the
boundaries around the collection and use of their personal information.

In this chapter we present User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) as a means to reduce
the burden of privacy decision-making. Combining the best aspects (and avoiding
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the downsides) of the existing privacy management paradigms of “notice and
choice” and “privacy nudging” (see Chap. 2 for an overview of existing paradigms),
the concept of UTP can be implemented alongside technical privacy-preserving
solutions (see Chap. 8) and Privacy by Design (see Chap. 2) to provide a system
whose privacy settings are tailored to the level of privacy each individual user is
most comfortable with.

In the remainder of this section we first critically appraise the shortcomings of
existing privacy management paradigms. In Sect. 16.2 we outline the UTP frame-
work, which consists of three phases that will be discussed in subsequent sections:
Measuring users’ privacy preferences (Sect. 16.3), modeling these preferences and
the appropriate decision context (Sect. 16.4), and adapting the system according to
these models (Sect. 16.5). We conclude with an overview of the various goals UTP
can accomplish if implemented correctly (Sect. 16.6).

16.1.1 The Limitations of Technical Solutions to Privacy

Engineers tend to consider technical solutions to privacy problems, which broadly
fall into two categories: Architectures, platforms, and standards designed specif-
ically to minimize data leakage (including distributed architectures, portable user
profiles, and client-side personalization techniques that provide limited access to
and “linkability” of user data [1, 2]), and algorithmic techniques for data protec-
tion (including anonymization, obfuscation, differential privacy, and homomorphic
encryption [3, 4]). These solutions have numerous well-documented limitations:
Distributed architectures [1] and encryption [3] are notoriously slow, client-side
personalization leaves users vulnerable to data loss and theft [2], and providing
full anonymity or even pseudonymity is often not feasible in modern information
systems [5].

A notorious example of the latter is the case where Netflix released anonymized
user data as part of a contest to improve its recommendation algorithm. Soon after
the release of the data, researchers were able to de-anonymize the data by cross-
referencing anonymous user ratings with IMDb profiles [5]. In response, a closeted
lesbian mother sued Netflix, alleging that the de-anonymization procedure could
“out” her based on her viewing behavior [6].

Importantly, technical privacy-preserving solutions do not apply to social net-
working applications, where disclosure is at the heart of the functionality of the
application. In such applications, it is not the disclosure of the information per say
that users are worried about, but rather the determination of who has access to the
disclosed information [7].

Moreover, while technical solutions provide some protection against privacy vio-
lations, the existence of such protection does in itself not necessarily mean that users
will disclose more information. For example, work on client-side personalization
shows that users’ perception of the privacy afforded by this technology is modest
and has only a very slight impact on their subsequent sharing decisions [2]. In other
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cases, the use of the technical solution itself is cumbersome, and many users avoid
it (see Chap. 8). Hence technical solutions to privacy must be supplemented with
socio-technical solutions.

16.1.2 The Limitations of Privacy by Design

As discussed in Chap. 2, Privacy by Design is a design philosophy in which privacy
aspects are addressed early in the system design and development process [8].
Privacy by Design is often regarded as an alternative to outfitting a system with
a vast array of privacy settings. Unfortunately, the existence of privacy settings
is inevitable in many modern information systems, for two important reasons.
First of all, the functionalities embedded in many modern information systems,
such as social networking and personalization, are not feasible without data
collection [9, 10]. In these cases, privacy and functionality are in direct opposition,
and a decision must be made regarding how much data collection is justified to
provide a certain level of functionality. Second, users tend to differ extensively
regarding this decision. The goal of the system is to ensure that all users’ privacy
preferences are adhered to without limiting certain users’ ability to use the system
to the fullest extent [11].

16.1.3 The Limitations of Notice and Choice

Where privacy is in direct opposition with system functionality and users differ in
the amount of privacy they prefer to trade off for functionality, privacy experts argue
that users must be given controls (e.g., “privacy settings”) as a means to effect this
trade-off, as well as a certain amount of information that will help them operate
these controls [12]. The idea of “notice and choice” is also at the heart of existing
or planned regulatory schemes (see Chap. 18).

Unfortunately, for most modern information systems, privacy notices fall prey
to the “transparency paradox” [13]: notices that are sufficiently detailed to have an
impact on people’s privacy decisions are often too long and complex for people
to read. Moreover, notices may actually decrease disclosure, even if they are
supposed to indicate positive privacy protection practices [14, 15]. For example,
e-commerce practitioners have documented several cases where privacy seals
decrease conversion rates rather than increasing them [16, 17]. Finally, the effect
of notice may be very fleeting: even the slightest distraction can easily nullify any
effect of privacy notices [18]. Indeed, while many people claim to read online
privacy policies [19], many do not actually read them [20] or do not read closely
enough to understand them [21].

Likewise, users of modern information systems tend to fall prey to the “control
paradox,” which states that users claim they want full control over their privacy but
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often do not actually take control, even when it is offered [22]. Indeed, many users
tend to pay little attention to privacy seals [23], social navigation cues [24], privacy
assurances [25], and permission requests [26].

Finally, many researchers no longer believe that users always make “calculated”
privacy decisions, but often employ heuristic decision strategies instead (see
Chap. 4). As such, even if users do take control over their privacy, it is not certain
that they will do so effectively.

16.1.4 The Limitations of Privacy Nudging

Privacy nudges attempt to relieve some of the burden of privacy decision-making by
making it easier for users to make the “right” decisions regarding their privacy [18,
27, 28]. Traditionally, nudges have been defined as covert changes to the structure,
framing, and defaults of a decision environment, but in the field of privacy they have
also been used to describe designs that steer users in a desirable direction in a more
overt manner [27].

Ample research has demonstrated that the more overt nudges like justifica-
tions [24, 29], privacy seals [30], and audience/sentiment feedback [28, 31] fail to
have a consistent effect on users’ disclosure and privacy concerns. Moreover, while
the traditional nudges have been found to be more effective [32], they have typically
only been tested for behavioral impact, disregarding the question of whether they
reduced users’ privacy concerns or their privacy decision burden [33]. Indeed,
researchers worry that defaults may threaten consumer autonomy, especially when
they work outside of users’ explicit awareness [34].

16.1.5 A Case for User-Tailored Privacy

We summarize the problems with existing privacy solutions as follows:

• Technical solutions cannot always effectively be implemented, hence they
must be complemented with user-centric solutions.

• Privacy by Design is not universally applicable; it fails when privacy and
functionality are not in conflict, and when users differ in their inherent trade-off
between privacy and functionality. In these cases, privacy settings are inevitable.

• Notice and choice assume that users will take control over their privacy. In
reality, they often fail to take control effectively, either due to a lack of motivation
or ability.

• Privacy nudging takes a one-size-fits-all approach to privacy, and by making
universal assumptions regarding the “best” privacy decisions, they threaten user
autonomy.
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User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) acknowledges the need for privacy settings, but
rather than putting the full burden of managing these settings on the user, it uses
personalized nudges to simplify and/or automate part of these privacy management
responsibilities. As such, it takes into account both the wide variety in users’ privacy
preferences and their inability to effectively implement these preferences themselves
in the context of complex modern information systems.

The concept of tailoring privacy to users’ needs was first explicitly discussed by
Kobsa in his keynote to the 2001 User Modeling conference [35]. Since then, the
idea has been explored in several areas of computing.

One existing application of UTP makes user-tailored suggestions for privacy
settings or permissions. In this light, Liu et al. [36] developed a profile-based
personalized privacy assistant for smartphone app permissions. The app groups
users into different profiles based on their privacy preferences. Based on these
profiles, the assistant recommends permission settings that the user could change.
User study results show that the recommendations were adopted by the majority
of users. And that the recommendations led to more restrictive permission settings
without compromising on user comfort with these configurations.

UTP can also recommend Web sites or applications to users, based on their
adherence to the user’s privacy preferences, for example, in the context of an app
store. The idea of automated evaluation of the privacy practices of Web sites or
applications has a long history that started with the invention and eventual demise
of P3P [37]. Several studies have looked into evaluating Web sites or applications
from a privacy perspective [38], and some have found that users who have access to
such evaluations may end up paying a premium for privacy [39]. While these studies
provided users with privacy information about the Web site or app, none of these
studies took an active approach to provide privacy-based recommendations. UTP
could leverage the generated privacy descriptions (cf. [38]) and provide automatic
recommendations.

In a social networking setting, UTP has been used to help users decide what
information should be shared with whom. For example, Fang and LeFevre use hier-
archical clustering on social network structures to predict the most suitable audience
for users’ personal information [40], Ravichandran et al. [41] demonstrated how a
small number of default policies can accurately capture most users’ location-sharing
preferences, and Knijnenburg and Jin recommend audience-related sharing settings
for a location-sharing service [42].

Finally, research has shown that social network users employ privacy manage-
ment strategies that go beyond selective information sharing (see Chap. 7). Recent
work shows that social network users can be classified into six profiles when
it comes to these privacy boundary management strategies [43]—a few studies
have demonstrated how UTP can leverage these profiles to adapt the privacy-
setting interface of the social network to highlight the user’s most-used privacy
functionalities [44, 45].
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Fig. 16.1 Roots of the UTP approach

Beyond these existing applications of UTP, we note that the idea is rooted in
decades of user-centered privacy research as it builds upon the strengths of existing
privacy paradigms while avoiding the aforementioned limitations (see Fig. 16.1):

• Like other technical solutions, it leverages computational power to help users
manage their privacy, thereby shifting some of the burden from the user to the
system.

• Like Privacy by Design, it aims to make privacy “effortless.”
• Like notice and choice, it allows users to take control over their privacy.
• Like nudging, it acknowledges (or even leverages) users’ heuristic decision-

making practices.

In the following sections, we describe UTP in more detail and give advice
regarding its implementation.
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Fig. 16.2 Overview of UTP framework

16.2 The UTP Framework

UTP is an approach to privacy that models users’ privacy concerns and provides
them with adaptive privacy decision support. With UTP, a system measures user
privacy-related characteristics and behaviors, uses this as input to model their pri-
vacy preferences, and then adapts the system’s privacy settings to these preferences
(see Fig. 16.2). UTP solutions attempt to provide the right amount of privacy-related
information while allowing users to maintain control, without being misleading or
overwhelming.

The following three steps are common among the many variations of UTP; in the
following sections we describe each of these steps in more detail:

• Measure user characteristics and behavior in order to tailor the provided
support to the user and the context of the decision.

• Model users’ privacy decisions using machine learning algorithms and then
plan adaptations based on this model. Models can be built based on direct
observation of users’ behaviors or via inference from their attitudes.

• Adapt the system to the users’ privacy concerns. UTP can adapt the system’s
privacy settings, justifications, privacy-setting user interface, and/or personaliza-
tion procedure.

16.3 Measuring the User

The first step of UTP is to model users’ privacy decisions. Users vary extensively in
their privacy decisions; no two people make exactly the same privacy decisions,
and even for the same person the decision tends to depend on the context.
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The dynamics of contextually determined privacy norms are the central topic of
Nissenbaum’s popular Contextual Integrity framework (see [13], covered in more
detail in Chap. 2). The key contextual and personal variables that have been shown
to influence users’ privacy decisions are:

• The data requested (What)—Users’ privacy behaviors and decisions vary by
the type of data that is being collected [46, 47].

• The user him/herself (Who)—There exist distinct profiles of privacy behaviors
among users [47, 48].

• The recipient of the information (To whom)—The recipient of the information
plays an important role in users’ disclosure decisions as well, both in “commer-
cial” and “social” settings [49–51].

• Other factors, usually system- or purpose-specific—In certain types of sys-
tems, privacy preferences depend on other contextual factors [52–54].

The system should identify as much of these contextual and personal variables
as possible to be able to accurately model users’ privacy decision.

16.3.1 The Data (What)

Each data category has a different degree of sensitivity. Research shows that
the least sensitive types of information are first name, email address, physical
characteristics (age, gender, height), and interests and preferences, while the
most sensitive types of information are contact information (aside from email
address), financial information, information regarding sex and birth control, and
social security number [33, 55]. These attitudinal results have been confirmed
behaviorally [2, 29, 43].

Beyond these general rankings, research has found that privacy behaviors
are multidimensional, meaning that disclosure is more complex than a single
tendency, but also not completely unstructured [47, 48]. The differences between
the uncovered dimensional structures also show that the underlying dimensionality
of disclosure behaviors varies by context.

16.3.2 The User (Who)

Users differ in their level of privacy concern and behavior. Most privacy surveys
report sizable standard deviations in their estimates of disclosure tendencies and
privacy behaviors [47, 56]. Moreover, research shows that using machine learning
techniques, users can be sorted into groups that demonstrate similar behaviors.
These “privacy profiles” can be built on top of the dimensions of “what” (see above)
or based directly on their privacy-setting behaviors [48]. For example, Fig. 16.3
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Fig. 16.3 Facebook users’ privacy management strategies

shows the profiles related to a number of personal privacy management strategies
uncovered by Wisniewski et al. [43].

As explained in Chap. 12, there also exist differences in privacy behavior based
on universal cultural dimensions. Notably, Li et al. demonstrate that if UTP takes
culture into account, this will likely result in a significant improvement in the
accuracy of privacy predictions [57]. Finally, at the individual level, demographic
differences and differences in personality have been used to predict users’ privacy
concerns in prior research. The most prominent demographic characteristics that
affect privacy behavior are age, gender, education level, rural/urban background,
and income level [58]. Results regarding personality seem rather inconsistent,
though [59].

16.3.3 The Recipient (To Whom)

The recipient of the information is another important variable affecting users’
privacy decision-making. Whereas decisions regarding people as recipients are
usually governed by social conventions, decisions about applications as recipients
are governed by information privacy concerns [7, 47]. Similar to the “what” and
“who” aspects, recipients can be clustered into groups or “circles” [49, 50]. This
approach imposes some structure on the effect of recipient, and these decisions are
mainly moderated by the degree the user trusts those recipients [60].
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16.3.4 Other Factors

There are other factors such as the location, time of day, the usefulness of the
information, and users’ emotion [52–54]. The relevance of these factors differs per
system, so researchers and practitioners should study them to further improve their
predictions of users’ privacy decisions.

Many contextual influences on privacy concerns and behavior are due to purpose
specificity. This is related to the concept of contextual integrity, which is defined
in terms of informational norms which render certain attributes appropriate or
inappropriate in certain contexts, under certain conditions [13]. For example, people
will be less likely to share their location with their employer at night, when they are
not on the job. As such, UTP can leverage the logic of purpose specificity to improve
privacy predictions.

16.4 Modeling Privacy

Researchers and practitioners interested in implementing UTP can model users’
privacy preferences using off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms. In doing so,
they should consider the potentially dynamic aspect of users’ privacy decisions (i.e.,
their privacy preferences may change over time), the way the algorithm may balance
the cost of over- versus under-disclosure, the potential trade-off between privacy
and other user and/or system goals, and the impact of traditional machine learning
problems like overfitting and the cold start problem.

16.4.1 Types of Input

There are two ways to model users’ privacy preferences: direct observation of
user behaviors and inference from users’ attitudes. The most rudimentary pri-
vacy decision behavior is users’ decision to disclose or withhold information
(or, analogously, to allow or reject a certain collection or sharing of data to
occur automatically). Such behaviors have been successfully used in user privacy
modeling [36, 40, 41, 53, 54, 61]. Some platforms (especially social networks) may
offer users a plethora of features to control various aspects of their privacy. Users’
use of such controls has been modeled successfully as well [43]. Moreover, when
UTP gives users explicit privacy recommendations, users’ acceptance or rejection
of these recommendations can be another important user modeling input, especially
when it is combined with other data [62].

Users’ privacy preferences can also be measured directly [42, 48, 61]. While
attitudinal data are generally more difficult to collect than behaviors, they are often
more stable and precise, because behavior tends to fall prey to heuristic influences.
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Likewise, users’ privacy preferences can be derived from their traits, such as their
culture, demographics, job title, or personality, although these relationships are often
weaker [48, 53, 57, 63].

Aside from users’ preferences, context is an essential user-modeling input for
UTP, as privacy decisions are likely to be heavily context-dependent. It is important
to automatically include context in UTP’s user model, as the absence of contextual
information would likely increase the number of times users have to interact with
their privacy settings [64].

Contextual variables can introduce a large amount of sparsity to a user model or
result in overfitting. Luckily, various mechanisms exist that allow a recommender
system to integrate contextual variables without significantly reducing the amount of
data available for each prediction context [54]. Another way to prevent overfitting
and sparsity is to have a psychological theory behind the measurement of certain
contextual variables [53]. An example of this is Toch et al.’s [65] realization that
entropy is the most important aspect of location sensitivity and Li et al.’s [57] finding
that country-level cultural variables are a better predictor than country itself.

In sum, we recommend the following practices for gathering input data:

• Model users’ decisions to disclose/withhold information, to allow/reject track-
ing, and to use/avoid privacy features.

• Collect implicit feedback on privacy recommendations provided by UTP.
• Elicit privacy attitudes/preferences to factor out the influence of heuristic

decision-making.
• Collect user traits to kick start UTP’s user model.
• Take context into account when modeling users’ privacy preferences.
• Respect the user’s privacy in gathering all this input data.

16.4.2 Algorithms

Algorithms can calculate privacy recommendations using one of two methods:
“collaborative filtering” methods, which rely on other users’ behaviors, and “case-
based reasoning” methods, which rely on the target user’s behavior only.

Collaborative filtering leverages other users’ privacy behaviors to help predict
the current user’s privacy preferences [36, 54]. An example is the nearest neighbor
approach, where the target user’s behaviors are matched with other users’ behaviors
in an attempt to find the users who are most similar to the target user. Once a set
of nearest neighbor users has been found, any unknown preferences of the target
user can be predicted using the preferences of these neighbors. This approach is
called “user-based collaborative filtering,” as opposed to “item-based collaborative
filtering,” which applies the same approach to the items instead of the users.

Privacy recommendations that are based on collaborative filtering can “leak”
information about users’ privacy preferences, and thus create security violations.
For example, if a hacker has access to users’ privacy settings, they may be able to
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derive from these settings what kind of information users find most sensitive. Zhao
et al. propose a system that treats users’ privacy recommendations themselves as
sensitive information, and in response, they build a differentially private privacy
recommender using standard data obfuscation techniques [66].

Case-based reasoning applies contextualized rules to decide on the best outcome
in a given situation [57, 61, 64]. The rules can be based on common sense (e.g.,
recommendations could be predefined for various types of applications) or based
on (past) data of other users (e.g., past user data could be used to establish a
“privacy score” for each type of app, which then informs future recommendations).
Regardless, one benefit of case-based recommendation is that the system does not
require “live” user data (which reduces the chance of “privacy leaking”) and can
easily be implemented on the client side (which voids the need for user data to be
shared with the recommender) [67].

Personalized case-based reasoning systems are usually profile-based, where the
specific set of rules to apply to the target user’s behavior depends on the profile
that was assigned to them. Profiles turn the user modeling from a multidimensional
tracking problem into a simpler classification problem [48] and offer personalization
without requiring a central server to calculate the recommendations. A downside of
case-based privacy recommendations is that its rules are static: unless the algorithm
behind the rules is re-trained, the rules will not change even if users’ behavior
evolves.

Finally, in predicting users’ privacy preferences, it is important to keep the user
“in the loop” regarding the origin of and reasoning behind these predictions. UTP
should therefore adopt explainable and user-controllable algorithms, even if this is
at the cost of prediction accuracy. The following practices are recommended in this
regard:

• Make it easy for users to give preference input or explicit feedback, so that
they can control and, where needed, correct the recommendations [62].

• Build conversational recommenders that engage in a dialogue with users to
uncover their privacy preferences [68].

• Implement explanations as a means to increase users’ understanding of the
recommendation process, their trust in the quality of the recommendations, and
their perception of competence and benevolence of the system [69].

16.4.3 The Adaptation Target: What Should UTP Try to
Accomplish?

Once the user’s privacy behavior or attitude is known, the question remains how
UTP should adapt to this behavior/attitude. This can be done in several ways:

• Match the user’s current behaviors—this alleviates their decision-making
burden, especially when done through automation.
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• Recommend practices that dovetail with users’ current behavioral pat-
terns—this solidifies their behavioral practices. It is best to use suggestions or
highlights to make such recommendations.

• Move beyond current behavioral patterns—this encourages exploration and
self-actualization. Research shows that users appreciate such a personalized
educational approach, especially when it is done through active, well-explained
recommendations [45].

Note that these suggestions pair each recommendation target (match, dovetail,
move beyond) with a particular recommendation method (automate, highlight,
explain). Other pairings may not work well. For example, actively recommending
users privacy behaviors that they already engage in can be regarded as redundant or
a nuisance [45]. Likewise, pushing users beyond their current behavioral patterns
without careful explanation can cause reactance (see Sect. 16.7.2).

16.5 Adapting the System

While most existing work on UTP covers the modeling aspect, it is of utmost
importance to also cover various ways in which systems can leverage these user
privacy models to provide user-tailored privacy decision support. Particularly, this
section covers the following adaptations:

• Intelligent privacy settings—These adaptations alleviate the burden of privacy
decision-making, either through fully automated adaptive defaults or adaptive
nudges in the form of highlights or suggestions.

• Augmented privacy notices—These adaptations inform users about the reasons
behind a recommendation or act as a nudge that gives users a rationale for
engaging in a privacy-related behavior. More complex justifications can educate
users about the risks and benefits involved in a privacy decision.

• Adaptive privacy-setting interfaces—These adaptations restructure the user
interface of the system to make certain privacy actions easier to accomplish.

• Privacy-aware personalization—These adaptations influence the types of per-
sonalization a system can engage in based on the collected user data, thereby
preventing potential unwanted inferences to be made.

16.5.1 Intelligent Privacy Settings

The most commonly studied application of UTP is “adaptive privacy settings.”
These are essentially adaptive versions of nudges or defaults [34]. Unlike traditional
nudges and defaults, they consider the crucial role of the user and decision context,
thereby limiting threats to user autonomy.
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Adaptive default settings make it easier for users to choose the right settings,
since most settings will already be aligned with their preferences [70]. A large
number of existing works on privacy prediction assume that users will benefit from
this relief in privacy-setting burden, but very few works test whether users indeed
appreciate—and go along with—such adaptive defaults. Early work in this regard
by Namara et al. suggests that UTP should implement a “hybrid” adaptive privacy-
setting procedure, along the following guidelines [45]:

• Automatically apply settings to alleviate users from frequent privacy behaviors
but avoid automating decisions with far-reaching consequences.

• Highlight suggested settings to reduce users’ cognitive burden in a subtle but
useful manner.

• Suggest privacy settings to keep users involved in their privacy decisions but
avoid making suggestions with awkward social consequences.

Finally, in cases where settings and/or disclosure requests are presented in a
sequential manner, the order of sensitive versus less sensitive requests has an
impact on disclosure [29]. For example, disclosure rates are lower when asking
less sensitive questions first, and sharing rates in social networks are higher when
users are asked to share with weaker ties first [51]. Generally speaking, disclosure
is higher for information that is requested first, so UTP can adapt the order of
sequentially presented settings and information requests to prioritize the disclosure
of certain types of information.

16.5.2 Augmented Privacy Notices

A justification is usually accompanied by a recommended setting or action and
provides a succinct reason to engage or not engage in the recommended privacy-
related behavior. In general, justifications seem to have no positive effect on users’
privacy decision-making [29, 71], but justifications that are adapted to the user seem
to have a positive effect [63]. Moreover, context-relevant justifications are likely
more effective if shown when users are actually in the process of making a decision,
rather than “post-hoc” [26]. And finally, justifications can be used to frame a privacy
decision, which can significantly influence the level of disclosure, with negative
framing leading to significantly lower levels of disclosure than positive framing [71].
As such, we make the following recommendations:

• Make justifications context-relevant—This helps users understand the purpose
of the request or decision.

• Time justifications carefully—Justifications should only happen in situations
where they may have a short-term (e.g., impact the user’s decision) or long-term
(e.g., increase the user’s privacy knowledge) impact.

• Tailor justification types (explanation, usefulness, or social norm) to the user’s
personal characteristics.

• Leverage the framing of justifications to adaptively influence disclosure.
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Fig. 16.4 Bringing certain privacy features to the forefront: (a) Users can directly change the
audience of a post with toggle buttons, without having to use the standard drop-down list. (b)
A more prominent design for blocking apps, events, and people that is displayed directly in the
notifications

16.5.3 Adaptive Privacy-Setting Interfaces

Privacy features are often difficult to access, and they create an unwieldy “labyrinth”
of privacy functionality that users find difficult to use [72]. UTP can be used to tailor
the design of the interface itself to the user. This approach, labeled User-Tailored
Privacy by Design (UTPbD) [43], emphasizes features the user is expected to use
most often and de-emphasizes features they only seldom use (see Fig. 16.4). UTPbD
can be implemented in two ways:

• A direct application of UTPbD involves profiling the users of a system based
on their privacy behaviors, and then tailoring the privacy controls of the system
in a way that changes their salience depending on the profile of the current user.

• An extrapolated application of UTPbD involves turning the profiles uncovered
in a baseline system (e.g., Facebook) into “personas” to develop privacy design
guidelines for a yet-to-be-implemented system that is envisioned to have similar
privacy features (e.g., a new social network).

The latter approach may not result in a user-tailored solution per say, but it uses
the “measure” and “model” aspects of the UTP framework for persona development.

16.5.4 Privacy-Aware Personalization

UTP models should not only acknowledge and account for potential differences in
users’ attitudes toward data collection, but also data use. The latter is particularly
important in systems that use users’ data to personalize their content or its
presentation. In providing a personalized experience, such systems may make
unexpected (or unwanted) inferences about the user. As such, users may prefer
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that the system not use (a subset of) their data for certain personalization purposes.
To address users’ preferences regarding the use of their data for personalization
purposes, UTP can be used to adapt a system’s personalization procedures to the
users’ data use preferences.

Particularly, UTP can be integrated into a dynamic privacy-enabling user model-
ing framework. Wang and Kobsa developed such a framework to consider prevailing
privacy laws and regulations based on the country of residence of the user [73]. Our
suggestion is to support a much more granular level of personalized constraints
based on UTP: Users’ privacy preferences as modeled by UTP can serve as a basis
to determine whether certain types of inferences or data use should be allowed and
disallowed for each particular user.

16.6 What Should Be the End-Goal of UTP?

UTP can serve multiple goals. While UTP has traditionally been envisioned to
alleviate the user’s privacy decision-making burden, UTP can also support users
by taking on a “teaching role” and giving them the tools they need to decide for
themselves how to meet their privacy goals. To further complicate things, UTP can
take the privacy requirements of the recipient of the information, other users, and
the community or organization in which it operates into account as well. Below, we
discuss these goals in more detail and outline strategies for reconciling conflicting
goals among multiple stakeholders.

16.6.1 Support the User

The main goal of UTP is to support the user. However, in providing such support we
should note that users have conflicting motivations and goals in making such privacy
decisions. For example, users of recommender systems, the goals of privacy, and
recommendation quality are in conflict, and the balance depends on what level of
recommendation quality is considered “acceptable” and what kind of tracking users
consider to be “comfortable.” It will be up to system designers to decide which of
these goals to prioritize and what policies to adopt. In this regard, collecting more
data (see Sect. 16.3) will help the system to identify the conflicts and the contexts
of each decision.

Finally, a conflict exists in that users usually claim to want control over their
privacy, without wanting to spend a significant amount of time on setting privacy
settings [22]. UTP can help users by automating their privacy decisions, but this
could eventually result in users who are disinterested and ill-equipped to set any
settings manually. This could in turn result in an erosion of user autonomy [74]
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which can cause severe privacy violations. Hence, we make the following recom-
mendations:

• Make most of the individual privacy decisions automatically—Given the
complexity of the privacy trade-offs in most systems, this is the only way to
avoid overwhelming users.

• Allow the user to control the general rules by which these decisions are
made—Arguably, users will be much better equipped at making higher-level
privacy decisions, rather than lower-level individual settings.

• Where appropriate, raise exceptions to ask for user feedback, and incorporate
such feedback into the user privacy model maintained by UTP.

• Allow users to share their “stewardship” over their data with a trusted third
party.

16.6.2 Teach the User

In addition to alleviating the user’s decision burden, UTP adaptations can also
be used to teach the user about privacy based on their behavior and current
level of knowledge. This way, UTP allows users to decide for themselves how
to meet their privacy goals. The field of recommender systems has shown that
explanations increase users’ understanding of the recommendation process [75].
Hence, they ascertain that users are actively involved in the decision process, which
is instrumental in increasing their understanding and teaching them about their
privacy. We recommend two useful venues for such explanations:

• Provide personalized privacy “tips” that highlight users’ inconsistent behav-
iors and bring them to their attention.

• Use tailored privacy education to give users more confidence in their overall
privacy strategy and to support the evolution of this strategy.

Ghaiumy Anaraky et al. [71] introduced tips in a privacy decision-making
scenario and demonstrated that combined with other nudges they can affect
disclosure behavior. Privacy tips are envisioned to work particularly well when
users exhibit inconsistent privacy-related behaviors (e.g., withholding a piece of
information from a colleague, while at the same time posting it on a public site), or
when users fail to engage in synergistic privacy behaviors (e.g., grouping Facebook
friends into circles, but not using these circles to selectively target posts to specific
audiences) [43]. UTP can personalize the tips to these occasions, which should
increase the effectiveness of privacy tips and minimize the chance that they will
be ignored.

In contrast, privacy education works best when recommending actions outside
the user’s current purview. This helps users to adopt new privacy protection
strategies. Note, however, that education is not effective for the practices the user
already engages in, nor for practices the user has decided they do not want to engage
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in. UTP can actively avoid these situations as a means to optimize the effectiveness
of privacy education.

16.6.3 Help the Recipient

UTP can also advocate for the recipient of the user’s information, or even society
at large. For example, an app that tracks epidemics will function better if users are
willing to share their health status and location, and this would allow authorities
to appropriately allocate resources to mitigate or prevent outbreaks. In this case,
the privacy of each individual user is in conflict with the success of the application
and its benefit for society. As such, governments (or, in a corporate context, the
user’s employer) may mandate certain data collection practices (e.g., reporting job
training results) or even prohibit certain disclosures (e.g., for mission-critical data
to be shared on public servers).

In case the user’s privacy is in conflict with organizational or societal goals or
regulations, it is important to increase user trust in the recipients of data, if their
long-term data disclosure is to be maintained. Therefore, we make the following
recommendations:

• Make sure that users never feel pressured to provide sensitive data—In these
cases, they are likely to provide fake data instead.

• Use justifications to explain why certain organizational or legal constraints are
in place.

• Utilize collected data in a way that aligns with users’ expectationswith regard
to the purposes of disclosure.

16.6.4 Reconciling the Differences

In some cases, UTP must make trade-offs to reconcile the preferences of stakehold-
ers with conflicting goals (e.g., users, recipients of data, other users, the organiza-
tion). The field of group recommender systems has studied various ways to integrate
the preferences of multiple stakeholders in the recommendation process [72]. A use-
ful ethical principle for reconciling the goals of multiple stakeholders is to always
put the end-user first, using the principles of fairness [76] and reciprocity [77].
However, these principles do not give sufficient recourse in cases of organizational
constraints (which often cannot be traded off against users’ preferences) or conflicts
between users (who may have equal stake in the management of a piece of co-
created data). We recommend the following practices in reconciling the conflicting
goals of multiple stakeholders:

• Develop UTP as a multi-stakeholder recommender system if it is likely that
there exist multiple conflicting goals around privacy.
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• Put the end-user first and apply the principles of reciprocity and fairness to
reconcile conflicting goals among multiple stakeholders.

• Honestly inform users about the optimization strategy of UTP, that is, to
explain to them how different conflicting internal and external goals are taken
into consideration.

• Allow users to reflect upon UTP’s privacy policies at a meta level—UTP can
manage the user’s privacy settings, and users can manage the principles by which
UTP operates to reconcile multi-stakeholder differences.

16.7 Problems That May Arise When Implementing UTP

16.7.1 Problems Related to Privacy Modeling

Potential problems related to modeling users’ privacy decisions should be consid-
ered when implementing UTP. For instance, due to the privacy paradox [78], there
will likely be a difference between UTP user models that are based on users’ and
models that are based on their attitudes or preferences of input is more suitable for
privacy modeling purposes.

Likewise, typical metrics of prediction accuracy such as F1 and AUC treat “false
positives” and “false negatives” as equally bad, but this may not be desirable in
privacy prediction settings. To complicate matters, privacy decisions are rarely
made in isolation but usually considered as a trade-off with other goals. In
making this trade-off, one would have to decide whether the trade-off should be
a compensatory (linear) trade-off or a non-compensatory (threshold-based) trade-
off. Moreover, it requires estimates of the decision options in light of these various
goals, which can be either derived from objective system parameters or subjective
user experiences [79].

Most user-modeling systems have a problem of overfitting: the more granular a
user’s contextual preferences get, the less data the predictions will be based on [54].
Privacy prediction needs a certain amount of input before it can determine the user’s
privacy preferences. Without input, it is impossible to create an accurate user model.
In the user modeling community, this problem is known as the “cold start” problem.

Finally, we must acknowledge the fact that privacy recommendations can have
a persuasive effect on users [42], which may result in “positive feedback loops” of
users accepting a suboptimal privacy recommendation and thereby reinforcing the
user model in the wrong direction.

To overcome these problems, we recommend that UTP should be implemented
using a layered and gracefully degrading approach:

• Start with simple “smart profile”-based approaches [61] when implementing
UTP in new systems, then move to more complex user privacy modeling
solutions once more user modeling data is available.
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• Study the relative cost of over-disclosure versus under-disclosure and build
this cost into the UTP algorithms.

• Trade-off privacy with other user goals, such as the goals of the system, the
institution, and other users.

• Couch the recommendation logic in psychological principles to prevent
overfitting [53].

Combining simple and complex user modeling within the same system allows for
“graceful degradation” of the user modeling approach. For example, a collaborative
filtering recommender will not work when too little user data is available or when
the user is offline. In such cases, the system can fall back on a profile-based approach
or even just recommend the settings of the average user.

Finally, to ascertain the quality and validity of the UTP module, it should
be evaluated using the “layered evaluation” approach [80], which allows input,
processing, and output procedures to be evaluated separately.

16.7.2 Problems Related to Adapting the System

Adaptations span a variety of “degrees of automation,” which present problems for
implementing UTP: fully automated UTP can be overly persuasive and difficult to
control, while low-automation UTP can be a burden on the user.

Users may show reactance toward adaptations, especially in domains where
adaptations are not expected—privacy is one such domain. In this case, it is better
to start off with a less automated approach. Once users have gained enough trust in
the privacy adaptation procedure, they may choose to accept subsequent adaptations
automatically, thereby reducing their decision-making burden [45].

Adaptations that users may find unexpected should be explained to the users to
allow them to judge the integrity, benevolence, competence, accuracy, and overall
usability of the adaptations [69]. However, it is important to avoid pressuring users
into accepting adaptations that they might not want to accept [81]. Users should
be given various options to choose from to possibly empower them to make better
decisions on their own.

Given these potential problems, we make the following recommendations:

• Find the optimal adaptation method with regard to the goals of UTP, be it
automation, awareness, guidance, or education (see Sect. 16.6).

• Give users explicit suggestions if they are unfamiliar with a privacy fea-
ture—This allows for the adaptive behavior to be explained, which can increase
trust.

• When users use a feature frequently, use the fully automated approach—
Users in this situation are willing to give up some control in return for the
significant reduction in the burden that this approach offers them.
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16.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the concept of User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) as a means
to support the privacy management practices of the users of modern information
systems. We hope that our recommendations will help researchers and practitioners
to implement UTP in their systems.

We made a case for UTP by highlighting the shortcomings of technical solutions,
Privacy by Design, notice and choice, and privacy nudging. We recommend that
researchers and practitioners should not avoid these existing practices, but rather
complement them with the personalized approach afforded by UTP.

We then defined UTP as a “measure, model, adapt” framework. And covered
each of these steps separately:

• We argued that in measuring privacy, researchers and practitioners should
acknowledge the plurality and multidimensionality of users’ privacy decision-
making practices. They should also note that the variability of users’ practices can
often be captured by a concise set of “privacy profiles” and that data recipients
can often similarly be grouped into a number of groups or “circles.”

• In modeling privacy, we particularly noted that matching the users’ current
privacy practices may not always be the best modeling strategy; in certain
cases, UTP should recommend complementary practices, while in other cases
UTP can completely move beyond users’ current practices. Researchers and
practitioners should carefully balance these various approaches. Moreover, since
privacy modeling may not always be successful, UTP should be implemented as
a layered and gracefully degrading modeling component.

• In adapting privacy, we argued that UTP can personalize the privacy settings
of an application, the justification it gives for requesting certain information,
its privacy-setting interface, and its personalization practices. Researchers and
practitioners should carefully balance proactive and conservative adaptation
strategies in order to reduce users’ burden but at the same time give them
sufficient control and reduce undue persuasion.

Finally, we argued that researchers and practitioners should carefully consider the
various goals that UTP can support. They should acknowledge that UTP must
reconcile users’ potentially conflicting goals, and they should balance the goal of
replacing the users’ privacy decision-making practices with the longer-term goal
of teaching them about privacy. Moreover, researchers and practitioners should
consider that UTP’s support can help other stakeholders in the privacy decision-
making process as well. Regarding this, they should carefully consider how to
reconcile the potentially conflicting goals of these various stakeholders.

While we were able to leverage existing work to make extensive recommenda-
tions regarding the implementation of UTP, we must at the same time acknowledge
that UTP is still a relatively novel and underexplored solution to users’ privacy
problems. As such, we encourage privacy researchers to investigate UTP in its
various incarnations and to contribute to the growing body of literature around this
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topic. We hope that this chapter provides a starting point for them as well, as we
have highlighted gaps in existing research throughout the chapter.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence and
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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